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l The purpose of the survey carried out on the Flindt River

property was to perform ground geophysical follow-up tasks to 
! assess the results obtained on the Savant-Sturgeon Questor 

l Airborne electromagnetic survey. This area is fairly attractive
with respect to the geology and the airborne electromagnetic
(A.E.M.) responses, as a possible viable source of economic base
metal mineralization.

A series of six channel A.E.M. responses were outlined by the
Questor airborne survey, two of which were interesting according to

Questor. (See figure 1). 
I The geology in the area of the conductors includes a mafic 
} to intermediate volcanic formation, with several narrow felsic

tuff bands within this formation.
On these indications, an eight claim block was staked to cover 

i the A.E.M. responses, and the grid was cut, the azimuth of the 
\ baseline being 352 degrees and the azimuth of the crosslines being 
j 262 degrees.
i

j The geophysical surveys carried out on the property were a
i
l Crone Electromagnetic (CEM) horizontal shootback method, the
j Crone Vertical Loop Electromagnetic (VLEM) survey and a McPhar
S Fluxgate magnetometer survey.
i The geophysical ground follow-up began on Sunday March 7, 1976 
i and was concluded on Saturday March 13, 1976, being conducted by 

.' R. Swire, geophysical foreman, and A. Kondakow and S. Williams, 
\ geophysical operators, and D. Eaton, field geophysicist, all em 

 ployees of Noranda Exploration Company, Limited. 
: The claim numbers are as follows: 445297-445304 inclusive.

LOCATION AND ACCESS

The Flindt River property is located approximately seven and
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A.E.M. Responses and the eight claim 
group surrounding them, on the Flindt River 
property.

(After AEM Compilation Map)



one half miles south east of Savant Lake Ontario {see figure 2).

Flindt River cuts through the middle of the property and runs 
off it in the north east corner. The property also encompasses 

part of Wellington Lake, which lies along part of the south and 
west boundaries of the claim group.

Access was gained to the property by road, which is owned and 
maintained by the Great Lakes Paper Company. The road was graciously 

plowed by the company, for the specified purpose of providing access 

to conduct the geophysical survey. It enters the property in the 
south west corner of claim number 445297 and continues down to the 
Flindt River where it ends intersecting the baseline at approximately 
300 meters north (see figure 2). The trip along the road, from 
Savant Lake is 14 miles.

TOPOGRAPHY AND VEGETATION

The topography is mostly gently rolling country, with few 
steep grades, sloping gradually down to take level. There are a 

few areas of low, swampy ground, especially in the northern half 
cf the property, which are flat; these being interspersed in the 
hilly country.

The vegetation is comprised mainly of various types of coniferous 

trees with a few deciduous varieties scattered throughout. The 
prominent conifer is the black spruce, which inhabits the swampy 
low ground described above. Jack pine, balsam, and other spruce 
varieties are found in the hilly country, where there is also a 

lot of deadfall found. Cedar occurs along the lake shores and also 
in the swampy areas in the southern part of the property.

The deciduous types include birch, poplar and alder, which 
can be found scattered over the entire property.

HISTORY OF PROPERTY

According to the assessment file report completed by G.W. Moffat 

(a company geologist), no previous work has been conducted on the 
property. However, work directly north, west and south has been 

done {figure 3, figure 1). The drilling to the north, which was 
done by Tay River Mines in 1971, is most interesting.
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l The Tay River property lies directly on the northern boundary 
of the Flindt group. The drilling which Tay River filed for 

assessment intersected bands of pyrite and pyrrhotite between 1.1 

and 8.1 feet wide, of varying grades. These results are interesting 
since these conductors share a similar geological enviornment, and 
lie along the same formational trend as those in the Flindt groups.

Although no work has been filed on the property, portions of 

an old grid was discovered in the northerly most claims of the 
group. These old lines trend east-west with no baseline or 

tie lines found. There was no similar grid noted in the southern 
portion of the property. However, on line 960 south at the base 

line, there is evidence of a drill hole. It would have to have 
been a small set-up as the area was not well cleared, and no drill 
road was found. A spring is flowing in'the spot, and the water 
is discoloured by iron oxide, suggesting the presence of a drill 

casing.
Old claim lines are also visible throughout the property and 

an old claim post was also sighted.
Other than the possibility of the drill hole, no other evidence 

of extensive exploration was found.

GEOLOGY

(After the assessment file report, and the report compiled 
by G.W. Moffat, the area geologist).

The Flindt River A.E.M. responses lie in a mafic to intermediate 

volcanic formation with several narrow felsic tuff bands within the 
intermediate volcanics.

In the surrounding area to the west, a thicker sequence of 

felsic pyroclastics occur and is traceable north and south through 
Richan and Wellington Lakes respectively.

The formational trend in the area of the Flindt River con 
ductors, like the gabbro dikes to the west, is approximately 350 
degrees. Also, the band of felsic pyroclastics to the west and 

other A.E.M. conductors in the area have a similar trend. For 
these reasons the particular orientation of the baseline (352
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degrees) was chosen. 

GEOPHYSICAL REPORT 

GRID

The grid was cut in February 1976, by linecutters contracted 
to the company. It was chained using the metric system so any 
future reference to the grid will be using line meters, or line 
kilometers.

The total length of cut line on the Flindt River property is 

14799 meters (14.8 kilometers). This figure includes the baseline 
which is 1.68 kilometers long. The crosslines began on the north 
with line 720 north and ended on the south with line 960 south. 

All the crosslines run to the east and west boundaries of the claim 

block. The spacing used between the crosslines is 120 meters.
The orientation of the baseline is 352 degrees azimuth, 8 

degrees west of astronomical north. The crosslines, which are cut 
perpendicular to the baseline, run at 262 degrees to provide a 

maximum electromagnetic coupling for the geophysical surveys.

INSTRUMENTS AND SENSITIVITY {GEM)

The Electromagnetic Survey was carried out using the Crone 
Electromagnetic Unit (GEM). This unit is manufactured by Crone 
Geophysics Limited.

The survey data is obtained by a two man crew. Each man is 
equipped with a coil r ipable of receiving and transmitting, and 
a power supply of thrje 6 volt batteries. I 'l-.e crew uses the 
"horizontal shootback E.M." method of surveying. One man transmits 

while the other man receives, and then the procedure is reversed 
at the same station. The coil operates at frequencies of 5010 Hz., 
1830 Hz., and 390 Hz.

The magnetic field (primary field) caused by an alternating 

current in the transmitting coil induces an alternating current 
into any conductive medium within the range of the magnetic field. 

The conductive medium emits its own magnetic field (secondary 
field) , i - \A the combination of t.hese two fields (primary and 

secondary) produces a resultant magnetic field. When the plane 
of the receiving coil is positioned in the direction of the re-



sultant field, there is a minimum indication on the field strength 

meter set within the receiving coil. The dip angle is read from 
the clinometer when the receiving coil is in this position. After 
the two men have reversed this procedure and they each have taken 

a reading at the same location, the readings are added together 

to obtain a resultant dip angle. When the readings cr.r.oal each 
other out and the resultant dip angle is zero, then there is not 
any subsurface conductivity. But when the resultant dip angle 
is  5 or greater an anomaly exists and detailed readings are taken. 
A detailed survey necessitates readings on at least two different 
frequencies.

This shootback method helps to eliminate effect due to topo 
graphical relief and coil misorientation. The transmitting and 
receiving coils are 90 meters apart and.the readings are always 
plotted midway between the coils.

McPHAR FLUXGATE MAGNETOMETER SURVEY

A magnetometer survey is conducted on all grids to determine 

the presence or absence of minerals which have a ferromagnetic 

susceptibility, or their own natural remnant magnetism. Minerals 
like magnetite and pyrrhotite have these characteristics, and 

these minerals are known to be associated with economic mineralization.
The Magnetometer (mag) survey began on Sunday March 7, 1976.

The instrument is calibrated at a base station on the grid, 
however, away from a magnetic anomaly, to a value of 1000 gammas 

(this constitutes background magnetics). Readings are taken every 
30 meters, until a difference of 200 gammas from the previous 
station is detected. This is an anomalous area and "detail" readings 
are taken at 15 meter intervals. When background is reached, 

readings are then resumed at 30 meter stations.
The mag survey ended on Tuesday March 9, 1976 and the total 

line meters read, including baseline was 14799 meters (14.8 

kilometers) with 515 readings being taken.

CRONE VERTICAL LOOP ELECTROMAGNETIC SURVEY

The VLEM survey may be run over certain GEM conductors in



order to verify the results, or to delineate further characteristics 

of the conductors. The vertical loop unit is also manufactured by 
Crone Geophysics Limited.

The survey utilizes a transmitting coil which is hung from 
a mast in a vertical plane and a receiving or search coil. An 
alternating current is passed through the transmitting coil pro 
ducing an alternating magnetic field (primary field). If a con 
ducting mass is near the coil a current is induced in the mass 
and the induced current will create its own magnetic field 
(secondary field). The secondary field distorts the primary 

field and the distortion is measured iiy the receiving coil in 
terms of dip angles. The receiving coil is similar to the GEM 
unit already discussed.

The first VLEM transmitter set up .on a strong GEM crossover, 

and the adjacent line is read to find a vertical loop crossover. 
Readings are taken at 30 meter intervals and the crossover is pin 

pointed. The next, and subsequent set ups are located on the 
vertical loop crossovers thus indicated.

The VLEM survey began on Wednesday March 10, 1976. The total 
line meters read was 10420 meters (10.42 kilometers), with 826 
readings taken. Both medium (1830 Hz.) and low (390 Hz.) are read 
at each station. Transmitter-receiver separations of up to 480 
meters were achieved. The total number of transmitter set ups 
was 12 and the survey concluded on Saturday March 13, 1976.

MAX-MIN HORIZONTAL LOOP ELECTROMAGNETIC SURVEY

On Sunday March 14, a test of the Apex Max-Min II E.M. unit 
was run on two lines (120 north and 240 north) to determine its 
usefulness as a field unit. The Max-Min unit is a horizontal 

loop system, with the receiver and transmitter joined by a 90 meter 
reference cable, so their separation remains constant.

It was determined on the test that low frequency (222 Hz.) 

and high frequency (1777 Hz.) were most applicable. The results 
from the medium frequencies (444 and 888 Hz.) varied little from 
those of the high and low frequencies.



The totals for the test are as follows: 2138 line meters 
read with 552 readings taken.

DISCUSSION OF RESULTS

Three anomalies were detected on the Flindt River property. 

Their general trend was along the baseline. They shall be dis 
cussed in order of importance with Conductor A being of highest 
priority.

While doing the GEM survey, some EM responses were encountered 

on line 240 north between 435 east and 315 east. These responses 
were weak, and the most plausible explanation would be conductive 
overburden, since they only occurred on one line. Also, a small 
response was encountered on line 720 south between 405 west and 

435 west. Since this small response occurred on the lake shore, 
it to was most likely conductive lake sediment.

The GEM response on line 720 north which is not associated with 

the main anomaly is possibly a reoccurrence of conductor "C" which 
may have pinched out, and is now reappearing further to the north.

A small magnetic rise of 1250 gammas which is not coincident 
with any of the conductors, occurs on line 360 south at station 
270 meters west. However, the occurrence is isolated, small, and 
may be considered as a small stringer or intrusion of some mag 
netic mineral. A mag depression occurs on line 000 at station 
270 west. This has a value of 400 gammas and is probably a 
monopolar response caused similarly to the one described above.

Many other small magnetic anomalies (10000 gammas) occur but 
are of little importance.

CONDUCTOR "A"

This anomaly runs the full length of the property, with an 
average orientation of 345 degrees. The entire conductor runs 

west of the baseline except on lines 600 and 720 north, where it 
veers towards the east (it crosses line 720 north at 30 meters 

east) and continues off the property. Here it joins up with a 
parallel conductor "B", it too running off the property.

The GEM response to this conductor was mostly very good, but 
only weakly from lines 240 north to 720 north. To the south,



lines 120 south to 960 south the EM responses are much 

stronger, in fact, growing progressively stronger southward. 
This may suggest that the conductor is plunging to the north, 
where the depth was too great to be reached by the GEM penetrative 

power. Poorer GEM responses on lines 480 and 600 south may sug 

gest a slight deepening, with subsequent shallowing again south 
ward.

Where the GEM failed to detect the anomaly, the Crone VLEM 

traced it due to its greater penetrative power. The VLEM re 
sponse on this conductor was poor on line 600 north. This would 
represent a deepening, with subsequent shallowing again north 
ward, since the response on lines 720 north was much better. 

The total number of set ups on this anomaly was four, and they 
occurred as follows: #1 line 120 north', 60 meters west; #2 line 

000, 75 meters west; 13 line 480 south, 117 meters west and 
#4 line 360 north, 54 meters west.

The inferred dip over the entire length of the conductor is 
to the west. An estimate for the dip may be 70-75 degrees.

The average conductivity is fairly constant, and high. It 
remains around .75 for the entire conductor.

Mag correlation was good between lines 120 north and 720 south. 
On the other lines to the north and south respectively, no mag 
anomaly occurred. A mag depression of -1600 gammas was detected 

on line 120 north; with no accompanying high. The average value 
of mag for the anomaly is approximately 1500 gammas, with highs of 
3400 gammas on line 720 south, 2650 gammas on line 480 south and 
2700 gammas on line 120 south.

The weakness of this mag anomaly suggests the presence of 
disseminated or stringer-like formations of pyrrhotite. A much 
stronger mag anomaly would have been produced over magnetite, or 
massive pyrrhotite. The extent of this mag anomaly also suggests 
a change in character to the north, from line 120 north and to 
the south from line 720 south. These sections of the anomaly 
could possibly be other non-magnetic sulphides like pyrite.

A depth determination from the mag was done on lines 720, and 
120 south. It was found that on both the lines, the distance to 

the top of the magnetic anomaly is equal, being between 5-10 meters



(see figure 4). Unfortunately this distance is too great for the 

anomaly to be trenched.

The Max-Min EM survey responded only very weakly to the con 

ductor on line 240 north, and only on quadrature. This correlates 

well with the weak CUM responses on this line.

The Max-Min response on line 120 north is much better for 

conductor "A". The high positive "shoulder" on the in-phase 

(l.P.) confirms the westerly dip shown by the other instruments. 

The out-of-phase (O.P.) did not go positive over the anomaly, 

but more ositive indication occurred under the high I.P. response.

The conductor axis position correlates well with the GEM and 

VLEM crossover points. 

Depth determination for magnetic anomaly on lines 720 south and 120 south

Assume: 1. source is a narrow dike

2. field emmitted is vertical

3. background values are zero

Therefore, Z - xh where Z is the depth to the top of the 

anomaly. x*s is one half the width of the anomaly profile, between 

the maximum and minimum.

From figure four it can be determined that x*s is 7*s meters, 

therfore, the depth to the magnetic anomaly on line 720 south is 

between 5-10 meters.

The depth determination for line 120 south has resulted in 

an identical value as that for line 720 south. From figure 4, 

for line 120 south, it can be seen that x*s is again 7*5 meters, 

so the depth to the magnetic anomaly here is also between 5-10 

meters.

CONDUCTOR "B"

The general trend of this anomaly is directly along the 

baseline (352 degree deviating little to the east or west. 

It runs off both ends of the property and at the north, it joins 

up with Conductor "A".

The GEM responses along the entire conductor length were 

only fair. However, they are stronger in the southern part of 

the property from line 360 north, southward. To the north, no 
detail was taken on the conductor, so the vertical loop was re 
quired to trace it. This may suggest that the anomaly plunges
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steeply to the north.

As previously stated, the VLEM was useful in tracing the 

anomaly to the north on lines 480, 600 and 720 north. The num 

ber of set ups used on this anomaly was four, and these were: 

#5 line 360 north, 60 meters east; 16 line 240 north, 42 meters 

east; #9 line 1205, 150 meters east and 112, on the baseline (000), 

line 480 south.

The dip of the conductor changes considerably, progressing 

southward from line 720 north. Between lines 720 north to line 

240 north, the dip is definitely westward, but getting in 

creasingly steeper southward. On lines 120 north to 120 south 

the conductor is vertical and between lines 240 south to 840 

south, a definite easterly dip is inferred. This information is 

taken from the VLEM map, since the GEM responses were weaker.

Mag correlation with this anomaly is almost non-existant. 

There were 3 responses on 3 different lines which seem to be con- 

sistant with this conductor. On line 600 north a response of 

150 gammas was recorded. This small depression had no accompanying 

high. On line 480 north, a "high" of 1100 gammas was recorded, 

and on line 120 south another 1100 gammas "high" was read.

This absence of magnetics suggests the presence of pyrite 

or some other non-magnetic mineral, which would respond to an 

electromagnetic survey.

The Max-Min EM survey responded well to this conductor on 

both lines 240 north and 120 north. The high frequency (1777 Hz.) 

responded the best. It gave high positive shoulders on both I.P. 

and O.P. to the western edge of the anomaly, and smaller positive 

responses to the east. This suggests a westerly dip, confirming 

those results found with the GEM and VLEM surveys. The relative 

conductivity shown here is about .6.

The conductivity of this conductor as shown by the other 

instruments is fair. It is consistent, between .4 - .5 over the 

entire anomaly with slightly better conductivity to the south.

The Max-Min response on line 120 north was slightly poorer, 

owing to the presence of an interference field from conductor "A". 

The Max-Min response shows a slight easterly dip, however, the 

VLEM shows it as almost vertical. It is possible that the dip 

may be easterly here as on subsequent lines, the dip is to the east.



CONDUCTOR "C"

Conductor C runs roughly parallel to Conductor "A" on an 
orientation of 345 degrees azimuth. It ends to the north on 

line 240 north and runs off the property to the south.

The electromagnetic, and magnetic responses on this con 
ductor were very poor. On all the lines, the CEM gave only a 

very slight indication of an anomaly.
It is difficult to estimate any dip from the responses. 

However, a good estimate would be a westerly dip, similar to 
that of Conductor "A", since they seem to be intimately associated 
{same strike, enviornment etc.).

The average conductivity ranges between .3 - .4.

The interference on the VLEM survey, from Conductor "A" was 

manifest. On most lines, the low frequency crossed over on the 
stronger Conductor "A", while high crossed over weakly on Conductor 
"C", than more strongly on "A".

Four transmitter set up locations were also used on this 
conductor. The set up locations were: 17 line 360 north, 120 
meters west; #8 line 240 north, 120 meters west; 110 line 120 

south, 150 meters west and til line 480 south, 190 meters west.
Mag correlation was non-existant for this anomaly. This 

may suggest the presence of disseminated pyrite (disseminated due 
to the weak EM responses).

Only a very weak Max-Min response was recorded on line 120 
north, and no response occurred on 240 north.

CONCLUSIONS

Three anomalies were discovered and traced on the Flindt 
River property using the ground follow-up geophysical methods 

described above. They run generally parallel to the baseline 

and two, Conductors "A" and "B" run off both ends of the property. 
Conductor "A" is the strongest, and with good mag correlation, is 

the highest priority. Conductor "B" is interesting, but little 

mag correlation and weaker EM responses makes it a lower priority 
target. Conductor "C" is of lowest priority.



MMENDATIONS

To find out more about the conductors, a detailed geology sur 
vey should be conducted on the property. This me f eliminate the 
need for nore extensive exploration. However, it would be in 
teresting to drill the strongest anomaly (A), possibly on line 720 
south, where the GEM, VLEM and mag responses were good. How 
ever, due to the formational nature of the conductors, and since 
they are trending towards those to the north which have been 
drilled, this area may be considered as fairly low priority for 

a drill hole.

Respectfully submitted.

Llliams,
Geophysical Operator, 
Northwestern Ontario Division. 
March 27, 1976.
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GEOPHYSICAL TECHNICAL DATA 
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